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§ The ability of Large Language Models (LLMs) to encode syntactic and 
semantic structures of language is well examined in NLP. 

§ Additionally, analogy identification, in the form of word analogies are 
extensively studied in the last decade of language modeling 
literature. 

§ In this work we specifically look at how LLMs’ abilities to capture 
sentence analogies (sentences that convey analogous meaning to 
each other) vary with LLMs’ abilities to encode syntactic and 
semantic structures of sentences. 

1. Background

§ LLMs’ ability to identify sentence analogies is positively correlated 
with their ability to encode syntactic and semantic structures of 
sentences. 

§ Specifically, LLMs which capture syntactic structures better, also 
have higher abilities in identifying sentence analogies.

§ AnalogyScore & SyntScore à Spearman’s rank correlation (SRC) is 0.95 (p 
< 0.001). Kendall’s rank correlation (KRC) is 0.86 (p = 0.002) (See Table 1).

§ AnalogyScore & SemScore à SRC of 0.33 (p = 0.42) and KRC of 0.28 (p = 
0.40) (See Table 1).
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Figure 1: This pipeline details the process of quantifying the LLMs 
abilities to capture sentence structure via SyntScore and SemScore 
values for a given sentence. 

Table 1: The values for AnalogyScore, SyntScore and 
SemScore and their corresponding rank values. 
AnalogyScore ranges between [0,1], 0 being the best. For 
SyntScore and SemScore higher the values better the ability 
of LLMs to capture sentence structure.
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§ Exploring the relationship between analogy identification and 
sentence structure encoding abilities of LLMs requires a 
representative score to quantify 

   (i) analogy identification ability (AnalogyScore), 
   (ii) semantic structure identification ability (SemScore),
   (iii) syntactic structure identification ability (SyntScore)
  of each LLM.
§  AnalogyScore à means of reported MD measures obtained for 

each sentence-level dataset in [1].
§ SemScore (see Figure 1) à parse all the sentences in our dataset 

using the MFVI approach [2]. The resulting semantically parsed 
sentences (in CoNLL-U format) and the LLM embeddings of the 
original sentences are then sent for structure probing [3].

§ Structure probe à trained on 80K sentences from the dataset and 
the Spearman correlation of true to predicted distances (DSpr) 
and Undirected Unlabeled Attachment Score (UUAS) values 
representing parse distance and root accuracy (RootAcc) value 
representing parse depth are reported on the test split with 10K 
sentences.

§ SemScore & SyntScore values are computed as a combined 
score by taking the mean of the z-score normalizations of above 
three measures (See below and Figure 1).
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§ Only used Hewitt and Manning 2019 probing technique.
§ AMR vs. MFVI.
§ The present study employs a semantic parsing technique reported to 

exhibit a high accuracy level of 94% but we assume that the 
semantically parsed sentences generated by this method are entirely 
accurate.
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